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Let iX, 03, m) be a finite measure space. We shall denote by

L*im) (1 èp< °°) the Banach space of all real-valued (B-measurable

functions/ defined on X such that |/[ p is m-integrable, and by L°°(w)

the Banach space of all real-valued, (B-measurable, w-essentially

bounded functions defined on X; as usual, the norm in Lpim) is given

by 11/11,.= {fx\fix)\pdm}1'*, and the norm in Lxim) by \\g\\x
= w-ess. suplSx |g(#)|- Two functions in Lpim) or LKim) will be

identified if they differ only on a set of m-measure zero. In this note,

we shall be concerned with a positive linear operator T of Lxim) into

L\m) with ||r||i^l.
We say that the pointwise ergodic theorem ithe L\m)-mean ergodic

theorem, respectively) holds for such an operator T if for every / in

L^w), the sequence of averages {1 (/«) ]>^t-o Tkf} converges w-almost

everywhere (in the norm of Llim), respectively) to a function in

Llim). Recently, R. V. Chacon [l] constructed a class of positive

linear operators in Lxiyn) with the norm equal to 1 for which the

pointwise ergodic theorem fails to hold. Also, A. Ionescu Tulcea [5],

[ô] showed that in the group of all positive invertible linear isometries

of Lxim) the set of all T for which the pointwise ergodic theorem fails

to hold forms a set of second category with respect to the strong

operator topology. On the other hand, the ergodic theorem of Hopf-

Dunford-Schwartz [4] tells us that if, in addition, T maps L°°im) into

LKim) and ||r||«,:Sl, then the pointwise ergodic theorem is valid for

such T. In view of these facts, it is interesting to find out what other

additional conditions on T would guarantee the validity of the point-

wise ergodic theorem. In this note, we shall find a few such conditions

which are weaker than the condition of the Hopf-Dunford-Schwartz

theorem (though our conditions seem to work for a finite measure

space only). We also obtain a result (corollary to Theorem 1, below)

which generalizes a result obtained by N. Dunford and D. S. Miller

in [3].
First of all, let us observe that if our operator T satisfies ||r||i<l,

then the pointwise ergodic theorem is always valid. This is because,

for such an operator T, 2"-o I Tnfix) \ < » m-almost everywhere for

every /in Lxim), since
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iriiî = J!4T-<oo.f   ±\T»f(x)\dm=±\\T»f\\iZ\\f\\i.±\\
J X  n-0 n-0 n-0 1-   T

Therefore, we shall assume from now on that T satisfies ||7J|i=l.

Let us denote by U the adjoint operator of T. Then, U is a linear

operator mapping LK(m) into L*(m), and for every pair of functions

/, g with / in Ll(m), g in Lx(m),

f g(x)Tf(x) dm=  f f(x) Ug(x) dm

holds.   It is clear that   U is  also a  positive  operator  and  that

Nu=imix=i.
We say that a sequence of functions {/»} in Ll(m) is uniformly in-

tegrable if

lim    I | fn(x) | dm = 0   uniformly in n.
if-*" *M|/„(*)|>.y)

A subset K of a Banach space E is called weakly sequentially compact if

every sequence {</>„} of elements in K contains a subsequence which

converges weakly to an element in E. It is well known that a sequence

{/„} in Ll(m) is uniformly integrable if and only if the set {/„} is

weakly sequentially compact in Ll(m).

We shall need the following

Lemma 1. Let {/„} and {g„} be two sequences of functions in Ll(m)

such that, for each n, | gn(x) f ^ |/n(#) | holds m-almost everywhere. Sup-

pose {/„} is uniformly integrable, then so is {gn}-

Proof. Obvious from the following inequalities

f \gn(x)\dmú  f \Ux)\dmû  f \fn(x)\dm.

The main result of this note is the following

Theorem 1. Suppose for our operator T, the sequence of functions

{(l/w)2*-o Tkl}, where l(x) denotes the function taking constant

value one m-almost everywhere, is uniformly integrable; then, the point-

wise ergodic theorem holds for T.

For the proof of this theorem, we shall need a few more lemmas.

Lemma 2. Suppose the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied for T, then

the L1(m)-mean ergodic theorem holds for T.
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Proof. Let, for any set B in (B, xbÍx) denote its characteristic func-

tion. By the positivity of T, we have 0^T*xb(*) ^T*l(*) w-almost

everywhere for each A. Therefore, for each n,

0 Ú — S Tkxaix) á — Z T"lix)
n k=o n k~o

holds w-almost everywhere. Since the set of all characteristic func-

tions of sets in (B forms a fundamental subset of Lxim), Lemma 1 and

our hypothesis imply that the set {(1/«) ]Cï-o F*/} is weakly se-

quentially compact in Llim) for every/ belonging to a fundamental

subset of L\m). Since it is clear that ||(l/n) £"=o F*||i^l for all »,

the mean ergodic theorem of Yosida and Kakutani [7] now implies

that the L1(w)-mean ergodic theorem must hold for our T. Q.E.D.

Suppose now the L1(m)-mean ergodic theorem is valid for T. Let us

write

1    n-l

A = j-lim— 2 F*l,
o-»» n k—o

where s-lim means the limit taken in the sense of the norm in Llim).

Then, it is clear that

(i) hEUim),
(ii) A(x) ^0 w-almost everywhere,

(iii) TA(*)=A(*) holds w-almost everywhere (i.e., A is invariant

under T).

Furthermore, since the norm-convergence implies the weak con-

vergence, we have

(iv) for every set B in (B,

J* i n_i c i nl r
A(*) dm = lim — ̂  I  Tklix) dm = lim — ¿1 I   Z7*xb(*) dm.

g n->«¡   n   4=0 JB B-><o    n   k=0 JX

Lemma 3. Let us denote A = {x\ A(*) =0}, where A(x) is the function

defined above. Then, UxaÍx) ÚXÁx) holds m-almost everywhere.

Proof. Since U satisfies ||i/||0O = l, it follows that Z/l(x)i£l

w-almost everywhere. Now, the positivity of U implies UxaÍx)

^ Í7l(*) Ú1 holds w-almost all x. Therefore, for w-almost all * in A,

UxaÍx) SXaÍx) is satisfied. Now, suppose xEX—A. We must prove

that UxaÍx) =0 holds for w-almost all such *. Suppose this were not

the case. Then, there would exist a set BEX — A such that w(5) >0

and such that UxaÍx) > 0 holds for all * in B. But then, since A(x) > 0

for all xEB and A(x) UxaÍx) ^0 for w-almost all xEX, we get
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0 <   I h(x)UXA(x) dm g   I h(x)UXA(x) dm =   I  Th(x) dm
J B "X "A

h(x) dm = 0,

a contradiction. Q.E.D.

Since U is order preserving, Lemma 3 implies that

Xa(x) ^ UXa(x) è ^ U"xa(x) = • • •

holds m-almost everywhere for the set A.

Lemma 4. Let A be the same set as in Lemma 3. Then,

AE U {x\ U"xa(x) <xa(x)}
k-l

with the possible exception of a set of m-measure zero.

Proof. Suppose false. Then, there would exist a set CEA such

that m(C)>0 and such that UkXA(x) ̂xa(x) holds for all x in C and

for all k. Since UkXA ̂Xa(x) must hold m-almost everywhere for each

k, this means we have Uhxa(x) — Xa(x) = 1 lor all k and for m-almost

all x in C. But then, for each n,

0 < m(C) =—E f dm = —Y^ f U"Xa(x) dm
n k-o J c n *_o J c

g — £ f UkXA(x) dm - — £ f Tkl(x)dm,
n k-o J x n *_o •/ a

and therefore,

1 n_1 r
lim — E I  Tkl(x) dm ̂  m(C) > 0.
»-♦» n ic—o"a

But, since the left side of the last inequality equals fAh(x)dm = 0, we

have a contradiction.

Lemma 5. For every f in Ll(m), \im„^x(l/n) Eï-o^*/(*) = 0

m-almost everywhere on the set A.

Proof. Actually, we can prove even more: on the set A,

ET-o 2^"l/l (x) < » holds m-almost everywhere for every/ in Ll(m).

In view of Lemma 4, it suffices to prove this fact on the set

{x\ UkXA(x) <Xa(x) } lor each fixed integer k. So, let us fix k. Then,

for any n > k, we have

"/
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0 á j ( "¿ T*\ f\ (x)\ (Xa(x) - U"xa(x)) dm

= / I /I (*) { £ U'Xxa - U"xa)(x) I dm

=   f l/l (x){Xa(x) + Uxa(x) + ■■ •+ Uk~1XA(x) - U«xa(x)-
J x

— Un+k~1XA(x)} dm

g 2k I   l/l (x)dm < ».

Since this is true for any n>k, we must have   £j"0 T'\f\(x) <<x>

m-almost everywhere on the set

{x\UkXA(x) <xa(x)}. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, we know that there exists a

non-negative function h(x) which is invariant under T. For any/ in

L^(m), we now apply the general ergodic theorem of Chacon and

Ornstein [2] to/and A. Then,

n-l

*=0 1 1   îli
£ Tkf

lim —-= — lim — £ Tkf

*=o

exists m-almost everywhere on the set {x|A(x)>0}. Therefore,

lim,,..«, (1/n) y^HZl Tkf(x) exists m-almost everywhere on the set

{x|A(x)>0} for every /in Ll(m). On the other hand, by Lemma 5,

limn_„ (1/n) E"-o T"*/(x)=0 m-almost everywhere on {x|A(x)=0}

for every/ in Ll(m). Thus, the pointwise ergodic theorem is valid for

T. Q.E.D.
Remark. If in Theorem 1, / in Lx(m) is strictly positive m-almost

everywhere, then lim„.00 (1/n) Et-o Tkf(x) is strictly positive m-

almost everywhere on the set {x|A(x)>0}, because if not, the limit

of the ratio

£ Tkh(x)
k-0

£ T"J(x)
k-0
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would become unbounded on some part of the set   {x|A(*)>0},

contradicting the general ergodic theorem of Chacon-Ornstein.

The argument used in the proof above includes the following

Corollary, i/ the L1 (w) -mean ergodic theorem holds for T, then

the pointwise ergodic theorem is also true for T.

We can also prove

Theorem 2. Suppose T satisfies the following additional condition:

for some p, Kp<<x>, T maps Lpim) into Lp(w) and \\T\\p^l. Then,

the pointwise ergodic theorem is valid for T in Llim).

Proof. Since Lp(w), Kp< «>, is reflexive, any bounded subset is

weakly sequentially compact. Therefore, the set {(l/«)5^2l¿ Tkl}

is weakly sequentially compact in i>(w). Since (X, (B, w) is a finite

measure space, this implies that {(1/w) ^Jt~o F*l} is weakly sequen-

tially compact in Lxim) as well. Therefore, the proof of Theorem 2

is reduced to that of Theorem 1.

Remark. Suppose as in the Hopf-Dunford-Schwartz theorem, T

maps Z°°(w) into i°°(w) and ||F||Mál. Then, for each n,

0 ^ — ^2 F*l(*) ^ 1       w-almost everywhere
n k-o

so that it is clear {(1/w) ^,"Zl Thl} is uniformly integrable in this

case since w(X) < ». Thus, the hypothesis of our Theorem 1 is weaker

than that of Hopf-Dunford-Schwartz. Also, by the Riesz convexity

theorem, ||r||i^l, HfUb^I would imply that T maps Lp(w) into

Lp(w) for each p, Kp< &>, and || T\\p 5Í1. Therefore, the hypothesis

of our Theorem 2 is also weaker.
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